BEDFORD DIFFERENCE
CALL FOR
ADDITIONAL INFO

Complete customer
service from placement of
order to final delivery
Delivery
of the
finished product
to your
location

From ground
material a
variety of
recycled plastic
products are
manufactured;
SelectForce®,
FiberForce® and
BarForce®

Consumer
participation
in the process
by recycling
plastic

Raw materials are then ground
and processed to form the highest
quality end product

SPECS

Sorting and
shipping of
raw materials
from recycling
facility to
Bedford
Technology

We see you in a different
light. Most recycled plastic
manufacturers consider
you the end user, but
Bedford Technology® isn’t
like most manufacturers.
Our in-depth reclamation
process is unending, as is
our commitment to you.
Our team of creative
problem solvers is
constantly innovating
new ways to transform
recycled material into
durable, weather resistant,
environmentally conscious
products. So when you
purchase superior recycled
plastic products from us,
it’s not an ending at all,
but your new beginning.

800.721.9037
www.bedfordtec h .com

summary

> Bedford Technology manufactures all our products with the highest grade recycled

HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) to ensure the highest quality end product on the market. Our goal
is to provide a product with long life that virtually eliminates maintenance and replacement costs.
Our product lines have a wide variety of sizes and shapes available. Whether it is a standard lumber
size or a custom shape Bedford Technology has the ability to create a product specific for your
application. Our products are available in over 10 colors.

Continuous Flow Product
Bedford Technology’s Continuous
Flow Process allows flexibility in
shapes and long lengths with a
smooth surface appearance and
feel. Great for projects requiring
long lengths and unique profiles.

Chart represents nominal sizes, call for actual dimensions and additional sizes.
Height

Rounds
½ inch

7 ½"

¾ inch

2 ¾"

5 ⁄4

Hard Tool Product

selectForce®
continous flow–
width/diameter

inch

6"

SelectForce®
hard tool–
Width/diameter

Fiberforce®
Hard Tool–
Width/diameter

Barforce®
Hard tool
–Width/diameter

2 ½", 4", 10", 13"

2½”, 4", 10", 13"

10", 13"

4", 6", 8"

4", 6", 8"

1 inch

2 ¾", 4", 6"*

Bedford Technology’s hard tool
proprietary process produces a
product with a textured look and
feel. Great for standard lengths and
manufacturing specialty profiles for
many different OEM applications.

2 inch

2", 3", 4", 6", 8", 10"

2", 3", 4"**, 6", 7", 8", 10"*,12"

2", 3", 4"**, 6", 7", 8", 10"*,12"

3 inch

4"

4", 6", 8", 10", 12"

4", 6", 8", 10", 12"

4", 6", 8", 10", 12"

4 inch

4", 6"

4", 6", 8", 12"

4", 6", 8", 12"

4", 6", 8", 12"

5"

5"

6", 8", 10", 12", 16"

6", 8", 10", 12", 16"

6", 8", 10", 12", 16"

Custom Parts

7 inch

7"

7"

7"

8 inch

8", 10", 12"

8", 10", 12"

8", 10", 12"

10 inch

10", 12"

10", 12"

10", 12"

12 inch

12", 16"

12", 16"

12", 16"

We also work with you to create
a specialty part to fit your custom
application needs.

5 inch
6 inch

6"

* Available with tongue and groove
** Available with bull nose
Fiber reinforced polymer rebar in our BarForce® products is available in ½", ¾", 1", 1 ¼", 1 ½"
& 1 5⁄8 " sizes

AVAilable COLORS

Customer service that leaves a lasting impression
The only thing stronger than Bedford Technology’s superior line of recycled plastic products is our commitment to providing unrivaled
customer service. Sustained by a bounty of industry experience, our team of customer service representatives plays an integral role in
the manufacturing and sales process. We provide personal customer support throughout the process, from answering any initial
questions you might have about our products, to shipping and installation, as well as after-sale service. If you are an engineer, architect
or end user with questions about the benefits of recycled plastic over other materials, look no further. When you purchase
our long lasting product, our promise of long lasting customer support comes with.

Strength And Durability
Throughout our rich history, Bedford Technology has
built a reputation for manufacturing the strongest
recycled plastic products in the industry. It’s a reputation
that we’ve earned with precision engineering, unique
manufacturing techniques, creativity, and hard work.

Contact our Sales representative
to determine which product is right
for you. 1.800.721.9037 or
www.befordtech.com
PMS 5747
Black

Custom colors available upon request

Eurostyle Extended 2
Trade Gothic LH Extended

100% RECYCLED Plastic product solutions

Bedford Technology offers a full line of recycled
plastic products to markets such as marine, park
and recreation, agriculture, site amenities, and many
others. The list of products serving these markets is ever
expanding as more and more applications are utilizing
recycled plastics and their many benefits over wood and
other raw materials. We can design a custom product to
suit your specific application. Tell us what you need.

2424 Armour Road PO Box 609
W o r t h i n g t o n , MN 5 6 1 8 7

Experience the Bedford Difference
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HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) to ensure the highest quality end product on the market. Our goal
is to provide a product with long life that virtually eliminates maintenance and replacement costs.
Our product lines have a wide variety of sizes and shapes available. Whether it is a standard lumber
size or a custom shape Bedford Technology has the ability to create a product specific for your
application. Our products are available in over 10 colors.
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AVAilable COLORS

Customer service that leaves a lasting impression
The only thing stronger than Bedford Technology’s superior line of recycled plastic products is our commitment to providing unrivaled
customer service. Sustained by a bounty of industry experience, our team of customer service representatives plays an integral role in
the manufacturing and sales process. We provide personal customer support throughout the process, from answering any initial
questions you might have about our products, to shipping and installation, as well as after-sale service. If you are an engineer, architect
or end user with questions about the benefits of recycled plastic over other materials, look no further. When you purchase
our long lasting product, our promise of long lasting customer support comes with.

Strength And Durability
Throughout our rich history, Bedford Technology has
built a reputation for manufacturing the strongest
recycled plastic products in the industry. It’s a reputation
that we’ve earned with precision engineering, unique
manufacturing techniques, creativity, and hard work.

Contact our Sales representative
to determine which product is right
for you. 1.800.721.9037 or
www.befordtech.com
PMS 5747
Black

Custom colors available upon request

Eurostyle Extended 2
Trade Gothic LH Extended

100% RECYCLED Plastic product solutions

Bedford Technology offers a full line of recycled
plastic products to markets such as marine, park
and recreation, agriculture, site amenities, and many
others. The list of products serving these markets is ever
expanding as more and more applications are utilizing
recycled plastics and their many benefits over wood and
other raw materials. We can design a custom product to
suit your specific application. Tell us what you need.
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APPLICATIONS
pr0duct summary
SELECTFORCE ® 100% recycled plastic product
utilizes high quality HDPE (High Density Polyethylene)
to create a long lasting product. SELECTFORCE
is available in a wide variety of colors with color
consistency throughout the cross section. Ultraviolet
stabilizers provide resistance to color fading in
outside applications.

SelectForce ® has been used for many unique applications. Some of
the more common uses have been benches, outdoor furniture,
decking, docks, boardwalks, parking curbs, trim work, signs and
playground equipment. give our sales representatives a call with
your application ideas.

APPLIC AT I O N S
pr0duct summary

A P P L I C AT I O N S
pr0duct summary

fiberForce ® is proven for use in structural applications where a

FiberForce® is the next step in our offering of
recycled plastic products. By adding fiberglass
to SelectForce we create a product suited for
structural applications requiring load bearing and
support characteristics.

wider span, dimensional stability, increased strength or stiffness

BarForce® takes the word strength to a whole
new level. After adding fiberglass reinforcement to
produce our FIBERFORCE® product we take the
next step in our product offering by encapsulating
full length fiber reinforced polymer rebar to create
a high strength 100% recycled plastic commercial
grade product.

is required. Examples of applications are; retaining walls, fencing,
decks, large equipment mats, light commercial and many marine
applications. When added strength is needed FiberForce is the choice.

long spans, structural loading and impact resistance. Examples are;
retaining walls, pedestrian bridges, guide walls, marine fenders,
Wales and piles, etc. If the job requires the label Heavy Duty, then we
recommend BARFORCE® for your application.

fiberglass

Bedford Technology manufactures SELECTFORCE
in two distinct processes called ‘Hard Tool’ and
‘Continuous Flow’. Each process provides unique
product characteristics to fit a wide range of
applications. If you’re working on a project that
needs a product with low maintenance, long life
expectancy and flexibility in applications, then
SELECTFORCE is the perfect fit.

>
>
>

Increased rigidity

>

Increased product
stability

Fiber reinforced
polymer rebar

Higher flexural strength
Increased compression
strength

R E L AT I V E C O S T S

All of our products feature
Low maintenance
Long life expectancy
Various lengths
No rotting

>

Superior ultimate
strength, impact
resistance and
energy absorption

>

Available in various bar
diameters and quantities
WOODEN
to target your application
STRUCTURES
needs

No splintering
No painting or staining

SELECT/FIBER/BAR FORCE

Cuts, drills and secures just like wood
TIMELINE

Available in multiple profiles
Available in more than 10 colors
Textured surfaces
Continuous piece construction
Environmentally friendly
Resistant to marine borers, termites, fungus,
salt and oils

Fun Facts
Milk jugs are a primary source of HDPE used in our products. In each
foot of a 2" x 6" board there is 3.2 pounds of recycled material, which
means roughly 307 milk jugs are diverted from a landfill and used to
manufacture a 2"x6"x 12' board.

Se c o n d a ry Wo r k
One of our strengths is our

ability to offer secondary work

pre-assembly or special shipping
needs we have the ability to offer
this to your project. This is part of
the ‘Bedford Difference’ you will

SELECT/FIBER/BAR FORCE

experience when partnering with
us on your project needs.

TIMELINE

Our products lifetime costs are much lower due to low maintenance
costs relative to wood. The following characteristics are examples of cost savings over life
of product; no rotting, no painting, no sealing, no chipping or splintering.
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BARForce ® is manufactured for the heavy duty jobs that require

D
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The energy absorption and strength from SelectForce, FiberForce and
BarForce is significantly greater than wood.

All of our products are tested to ASTM approved plastic lumber
specifications. Test details available upon request.
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is to provide a product with long life that virtually eliminates maintenance and replacement costs.
Our product lines have a wide variety of sizes and shapes available. Whether it is a standard lumber
size or a custom shape Bedford Technology has the ability to create a product specific for your
application. Our products are available in over 10 colors.
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Customer service that leaves a lasting impression
The only thing stronger than Bedford Technology’s superior line of recycled plastic products is our commitment to providing unrivaled
customer service. Sustained by a bounty of industry experience, our team of customer service representatives plays an integral role in
the manufacturing and sales process. We provide personal customer support throughout the process, from answering any initial
questions you might have about our products, to shipping and installation, as well as after-sale service. If you are an engineer, architect
or end user with questions about the benefits of recycled plastic over other materials, look no further. When you purchase
our long lasting product, our promise of long lasting customer support comes with.
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